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Every 20 moments a child is diagnosed with a disease on the autism
spectrum--including ADD, learning disabilities, Asperger's, Autism, and
PDD--making it today's most common childhood disability. While the
medical establishment treats autism as a psychiatric condition and
prescribes behaviorally structured therapies, Dr. Julie A. Buckley's
pediatric practice in order that parents can see the progression of
initial treatment. Told through the case research of her patients, the
book is split into four typical visits to Dr. Part personal tale of her
battle to heal her autistic daughter, part guide for parents, Recovery
Our Autistic Kids explains merely and accessibly the new treatments and
diet programs that have already proven effective for most families.
Buckley argues that it is a physiological disease that must be medically
treated. Written in a warmly engaging voice, parents not used to the
medical diagnosis will:- learn about clinical remedies that work - know
how different foods impact the body and how to get started implementing
diets - learn to navigate the medical program and advocate for his or
her child - bridge the conversation gap with their pediatrician discover that recovery is possible
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Best Guideline We've Had! It had been difficult to read, as my little
grand daughter has been diagnosed ASD.!. The approach outlined in this
book has produced a world of difference in our lives. We had been
informed by Doctors and Professionals that diet would have no effect on
our boy and his behaviors-such as stemming, etch. I've recommended this
book to many, and I am therefore thankful for it and my son's instructor
who shared it with us as it has changed the world. The improvements are
amazing-he can articulate, makes better eyes contact, is more engaged,
and his stemming reduces significantly on this diet plan. Also since we
are tracking his behaviors with ABA therapy we have documented evidence
through our tracking that whenever he is subjected to gluten or dairy
through error-at a party/school etc-there is a huge almost 100% increase
in his stemming behaviors that we are documenting and that they usually
do not subside for approximately six days. Luckily we'd a instructor who
urged us to analyze diet more and gave me a duplicate of Julie Buckley's
"Healing Our Autistic Children" after reading the publication we made a
decision to give the diet plan a true go and have eliminated Gluten and
Dairy from our sons diet plan. A great book for anyone who is a mother
or father or caregiver of a child with Autism This book is simple to
read and understand and is very informative. I am a pediatric
occupational therapist and also have seen many kids with ASDs. I haven't
finished it however, but will shortly. It is by a pediatrician who has
an autistic child. I would recommend this reserve to the parents of
children with ASDs and encourage them to research options for improved
nutrition and a far more natural approach to treatment. Healing our
autistic children book Anyone who is interested in biomedical treatment
for autism should read this book. I wish there have been more physicians
who support biomedical interventions and even more who would address the
overall nutrition of these children when they have become youthful.
Also, since I'm 65, it's difficult for me to believe all the hype that
diet plan solves everything. I have generally felt the GI complications
were a factor within their behaviors, sleep patterns and overall ability
to function within their day. Dangerous nonsense! Absoultely wonderful.
Don't waste materials your money or time on Buckley's dangerous concepts
or ridiculous drivel. This book is full of great information on how to
change an Autistic childs life This book is full of great here is how to
change an Autistic childs life. Anyone with a autistic kid should read
this. Five Stars Awesome!. Dr Buckley's insight on hyperbaric oxygen
treatment for autism is fantastic. Very informative and well crafted for
anyone having a member of family diagnosed on the autism spectrum.
Essential read book for all those having an autistic kid. I would
recommend it thoroughly. Finally a step by step guid to biomedical
treatment for ... I'm setting an appointment with Doctor Julie Buckley.
Finally a step by step guid to biomedical treatment for me to use at
home. Great book, easy reading Great book ,easy reading. This book might
help parents who feel overwhelmed and lost when their healthy child

suddenly starts to withdraw form normal activity.! I'm nearly finished
yet. Must Go through! It may be helpful, but it seems like something you
would have to do fulltime with no a life, since it leaves no room for
mistakes and omissions. They are actually the only types who know first
hands about the issue. I assume I was hoping for something less
complicated, and at least inspiring. Most of us need inspiration at this
time over here. Help! It is in language a parent can understand. The
idea that someone has the capacity to 'heal' autism is really as
nonsensicle as trying to 'heal' a hot day time. Even the sheer idea
itself is ridiculed across the board of professional psychologists and
doctors, with just the odd occasional lunatic thinking that it is a
disease, let alone one that can be cured. For those who have autistic
children and want to know how to help them, then get THE ENTIRE
Information to Asperger's Syndrome by Tony Attwood, arguably THE world
professional on autism and Asperger's syndrome and a mainstay suggested
by many, many experts. It'll go in my section of reference books for
autism. nonetheless it seems like something you'll have to do fulltime
without having . With plenty of information ... I loved the ideas, the
way it is set out, and I must say i enjoyed the author's composing
style. Rather than feeling helpless It gives you enough info and
suggestions to get started helping your son or daughter regain their
life back. I loved this book I loved this reserve. Buckley's insight on
hyperbaric oxygen treatment for autism is definitely fantastic.
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